
The Beverly 
Shores Stories 

Project



The Stories Project: 
The Stories Project is a series of 

collaborative oral history projects 
preserving and sharing the stories 

of Porter County to connect 
residents past and present to one 

another, reinvesting the places our 
lives are lived with meaning.

Photo taken at the reception for the Ogden Dunes Stories Project



Beverly Shores 
Beginnings:

-1838 Chauncy Blair, a Michigan City Banker, buys 
the land from a state auction

-1908 Eastern Indiana Company purchased the land 
for agricultural endeavors 

-1920 The Dunes State Park buys most of Eastern 
Indiana’s holdings

-1927 Frederick Bartlett purchases the land and begins 
to develop 

Cranberry marsh pickers, Beverly Shores c. 1885



Frederick 
Bartlett’s 
Lakeshore 

Development 





“To provide the facilities for sports, 
so essential in modern living, work 

was immediately begun on the 
construction of a sporty 18-hole, 

public fee golf course and a 
commodious Golf House to serve 

player with all the convenience and 
comfort of a club.”





Robert Bartlett’s 
Beverly Shores



“I believe an upward trend in real 
estate is close at hand and with that 
in view, I’ve decided to form my 

own company and devote all of my 
time and that of my organization’s to 

Beverly Shores.” 







“I’ve moved a dozen houses in my 
career, I’ve moved them across 

bridges and down highways, but I 
have never had the guts to move 
one across Lake Michigan like 

Bartlett did. I mean that takes some 
guts, or just complete lunacy, one 

or the other.” 





"We selected these particular houses as 
outstanding examples of modern home 

building, combining beauty and practical 
values, believing that if we could be 
instrumental in keeping them in the 

Chicago area such a move would have a 
decided influence on home building 
here, which should increase greatly 

within the next few years." 







The Town of 
Beverly Shores





“There	were	nearly	200	
interested	residents	and	
voters	at	the	meeting,	and	
for	the	records	there	was	an	
indicated	100	percent	in	
favor	of	such	a	move.”	





Baltic Coast of Lithuania



Beverly Shores Lakeshore



“So when these people came 
over here, they had the 

wherewithal to fall in love and 
buy a place out here. So they 
started doing that, and within 

a few years you had more 
Lithuanian resorts than you 

could shake a stick at.” 





The               
National Park



Lakeshore Expansion Bills
-1966: Lakeshore Authorized

-Absorbed 2/3rds of Beverly Shores land, leaving the Island

-1976: The First Expansion Bill

-Attempted to absorb the rest of Beverly Shores, failed

-1980: The Second Expansion Bill

-Final Attempt to absorb the Island, failed



“Every time we turn around 
they’re taking more and more 

land. Pretty soon they will 
have all of it and our town will 

be history.” 



“The school made 
Beverly Shores a 

community”



The Island 
&

Adaptation




